(~ene:x'ic terms cam be divided into two refercnbi:Qly different groups. Generic term oi" l,h~ :~':i~'st group is a name (or a definite dcsc.ci.ption) of the corresponding class of
to 'th~vl~ of the quantifier adjective (m~de in Jespersen 1927) can be demonstrated to be futile; in fact, statement (la), for exaunple, is usually considered to be true, while (lb) is definitely false (thougjl and all are synonyms):
(1) a. N o r v e ~ c y vysokogo rosta w e g i a n s are tall' A suggestion was made to the effect that generic terms do not refer to entities of the real world at all. Thus, according to Wierzbicka 1980 , in such sentences as (1) tallness is attributed not to a norwegian (i.e. not to a real person), but to our i m a g e of a norwegian. However, this 
Generic phrases denoting situations
Generic use is co~m~zon not only for noun phrases denoting objects, like thosein (J)-~ (5), but also for noun phrases with propositional meaning, cfo (6) C v e t e n i j e r~i vsegda napominaet ~mue na~alo vojny
'F ] o w e r i n g o f r y e always reminds me of the begining of the war'. John is a n o r w e ~ J--. 3 0 4 ~._}.%)~ and besJ.des~ they can be used as sub. So it is clear that quantification over situations and not over objects is involved here. In the same way we can represent the meaning of sentences (8) - (13) with generic names of situations from section 2.
Grammatical problems revisited
Referential oppositions that were introduced allow us to give explanations to at least some of grmnmatical phenomena connected with generics, ~lich were mentioned in section 3.
Thus,, (28a) and (28b) are not strictly synonymous:
(28) a. A m e r i k a n e c (Sg) delovit 'An american is effective'.
b,. A m e r i k a n c y (P1) delovity 'J~ericans are efficient'
The difference in meaning may be ascribed to the fact that (285) NP dinosaurs is here used as a name of class. Genuine generic propositions are, in fact, o~mitemporal.
Conclusion
Our investigation can be looked upon as a proof of the thesis that for typical generic noun phrases a logico-semantic interpretation can be given which strictly corresponds to their surface structure (in article-lacking languages): generic terms can be treated as referentially incomplete phrases, with qu~ntification expressed outside the phrase itself or not expressed at all.
